Radiological assessment of hepatic vein invasion by hepatocellular carcinoma using combined computed tomography hepatic arteriography and computed tomography arterial portography.
The aim of this study was to elucidate computed tomography hepatic arteriography (CTHA) and CT arterial portography (CTAP) findings characteristic of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with large hepatic venous invasion (HVI) and then to examine whether the presence of minute HVI can be diagnosed based on each finding. Combined CTHA and CTAP of 106 HCCs were examined. Two radiologists analyzed the radiological findings of five nodules with large HVI (group vv2). The remaining 101 nodules were classified into two groups: group vv1, positive minute HVI; group vv0, negative HVI. They examined whether each finding observed in group vv2 could be detected in groups vv1 and vv0. Analysis of group vv2 identified (a) tumor thrombus, (b) early inflow of the contrast into the hepatic vein proximal to the invaded site, and (c) partially decreased portal venous flow in the peripheral parenchyma subject to the involved hepatic vein. Findings (b) and (c) were observed in 16% of group vv1. A significant difference in frequency of finding (c) was obtained between groups vv1 and vv0. The positive and negative predictive values of finding (c) were 66.7% and 77.9%, respectively. Findings (b) and (c), especially the latter, may partly contribute to the radiological diagnosis of minute HVI.